ANNOUNCEMENTS --TAKE NOTICE!!!!
From Anna Von Reitz

As of the first week of October 2017 the Municipal UNITED STATES ceased functioning.

Attempts to replace it with a UN Corp "Regional Government" have thus far been successfully rebuffed and prevented.

That leaves us to deal with the Territorial United States government, which is controlled by the military and has substantially different rules and procedures than the old Muni government.

As a result some of the recommendations I have made to people in the past either no longer apply or require tweaking to make them work in this altered scenario.

Those who got their paperwork done and in before October 2017 are grandfathered in and have their records established via the old Muni process. They have to be recognized as civilians.

Those who didn't do this have to follow a different process which has yet to be negotiated to the same ends-- correction of the public record, reclaiming ownership of your Name/NAMES, and recognition of your civilian status with respect to the military government.

The criminals in charge have made a great hash of things.

It will require a lot of effort to correct and some confusion is unavoidable. Just remember the key points -- you are no kind of "citizen" but are a civilian non-combatant "national".

Make use of all means to establish public claim of your Names/NAMES as of your actual birthday. This can be accomplished by publication in newspapers, sealed registered mail record copies, Certificates of Assumed Names, formal name changes followed by Acknowledgement, Acceptance, and Re-Conveyance of Deed and Title to the land and soil of your birth state recorded with the local Land Recording Office. A Corrected Deed to your Name and Estate --land, etc., can be used to the same effect.

Whatever means and route you use to claim back your Name and Estate, it will be necessary to begin carrying copies of paperwork with you, ready to produce as part of your identification process.
Mr. Trump is doing the best he can with a bad situation.

Our country as a whole is indeed facing an emergency of sorts. Now more than ever it is imperative that those born in this country claim their names and their natural political status and organize their county jural assemblies.

There is not a moment to waste. Your destiny and the destiny of your country depends on your willingness to set the records straight and organize the local county government you are owed.

Assistance is available from https://theamericanstatesassembly.net/

In addition, given the history and the current state of affairs, it seems only prudent for people to make the effort to set aside emergency stocks of food, fuel, water and yes, some silver coinage.

I am now and will continue to benefit somewhat if you decide to make use of the Mint Builder opportunity offered by Paul to acquire some silver, but the real benefit may be to you and to your families to get serious about a moderate amount of preparation for possible disruptions.

At present there is no better or other option on the table than to fall back to using gold for international transactions and silver for domestic purchases.

I am hopeful that we will get through the woods and be able to ultimately outgrow our belief in money and be able to transition to a more enlightened system of value soon but, until then, a transition via the old gold and silver standard is in my opinion likely to happen.
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